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FOREWORD

This document has been prepared based upon the evidences collected

during the investigation and opinion obtained from the experts. The

investigation has been carried out in accordance with Annex 13 to the
convention on International Civil Aviation and under Rule 11 of Aircraft
(fnvestigation of Accidents and Incidents), Rules 2017 of India. The

investigation is conducted not to apportion blame or to assess individual

or collective responsibility. The sole objective is to draw lessons from
this incident which may help in preventing such incidents in future.
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FINAL INVESTIGATION REPORT OF AIRPROX INCIDENT BETWEEN
FLIGHT W.WGE and W.IG IN VARANASI Acc oN 23/0412018

1.0 FACTUAL INFORMATION

1.1 History of Ftight

On 231412018 an airprox incident occured between W-WGE operating flight
GOW585 (Mumbai to Patna) and W-IGK operating flght |GOO488 (Kotkata to
New Delhi).

GOW585 reported getting TCAS RA (with lGO6488) in Varanasi area (on W44)
about 90 NM short of PPT, heading 035' while descending from FL37O to FL330.

No Traffic information was provided by ATC to GOW685.The closest horizontal

distance was reported to be approximately 4 to 5 NM & the closest vertical

distance was reported to be approximately 500 feet.

lGO6488 was cruising at F1360 on radial 120 al 153 DME LKN. The reported

relative bearing, range and altitude, with other aircraft was 9 to 10'O Clock.

approaching at 20NM (Horizontal) and & 600 f'eet (verticai). iGo6466 fbliowed

RA (Descend). No Traffic information was provided by ATC to tGO6488. As

GOW585 also descended again there was breach of separation.

The closest distance was reported to be SNM when with horizontal separation

was 400 feet.

Both the aircraft reported RA to ATC and after reporting "Clear of Conflict"

proceeded to their respective destinations.

1.2 Injuries to percons

Injuries Crew Passengers Others
Fatal Nil Nir Nit
Serious Nil Nil Nil
Minor Ni Ni Ni
None 06 (Go Air) &

06 (lndigo)
154 (Go Air) &

165 (lndigo)
Ni



1.3

4 'L'l

Personnel Information

F!!ot Flying - GO$,I58S

1.3.2 Pilot Monitoring- GOW5SS

AGE 60.5 years

License ATPL 2413

Total flying experience 1 0865

Total Expenence on type 4320: 30G0+A330: 3389 = 6449
Total Experience as PIC on type 301 0

Last flown on type 0210512018 (after incident)

Totalflying experience during last 01 Vear 602

Totalflying experience during last 180 days 459

Totalflying experience during last 90 days 237

Totalflying experience during last 30 days 89

Totalflying experience during last O7Days 29

Total flying experience during last 24 Hours 7:21

Rest period before the fliqht 20n

AGE 34 years

License ATPL 7440

Total flying experience 2418

Total Experience on type 892

Total Experience as PIC on type Nil

Last flown on type 01t05t2018

Totalflying experience during last 01 \,eE 752:31

Totai iiying experience ciuring iasi i 80 ciays 4U6

Totalflying experience during last 90 days 212:06

Totalflying experience during last 30 days 7932

Totalflying experience during last 07 Days 27:12

Total flying experience during last24 Hourc 5:06

Rest period before the flight '16:30



1.4

1.5

1.6

Damage to aircraft

NtilI ttl

Other damage

Nil

Aircraft information

Both the aircraft involvecl were Airbus A-320 aircraft. Details relatect to aircraft
systems associated in this occunence are given in the analysis. Relevant

General Information is as below:

Flld'lTCEw
oPERAISIE ltAlluAt

ISCL VALVE

CRG VENT

CRG VENT FAULT

C€Sa isal valYes

CARGO DUCTOVHT

CffG HEAT

CBG HEAT FAULT

CftG SOT VALVE

CflG VENT FAULT
CRG VENT
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1.7 Meteorologicalinformation

The reievant meteoroiogicai information is as beiow:

Alrport VOBN

Time 230730 Z

Winds 3OOI12K

Visibitity 5000 Hz

Temp/DP 3Bt0T

QNH 1006 hpa

No turbulence or weather deviation was reported.

1.8 Aids to Navigation

All the Navigational Aids on both the aircraft and instalted at Varanasi Airport

were working satisfactorily.

1.9 Communication

Two way communication between the aircraft (both) and ATC was loud and

elear.

1.10 Aerodrome information

At the time of occunence, sector Plan with the following jurisdiction was
operational:

. ACC Sectoi' liotth Jui-isdiction: Aii'space of Varanasi Tlt"4A including paft of
airspace from FL255 to F1460.

. ACC Sector South Jurisdiction: Airspace of Varanasi TMA including part of
same airspace from FL50 to FL255 except the part of airspace under the
Jurisdiction of the Aerodrome Control Tower.

Radar (RSR) Controller (South) was required to handover the aircraft at around
BHITI to Radar Controller (North).

The communication frequency, automation, Radar Display ISDDI and Automatic
Terminal Information system were working normal.



1.11 Flight recorders

Both the aircrafl were fitted with CVR and FDR. Reactouts were macte availabie
for investigation.

1.12 Wreckage and lmpact Information

There was no damage to any of the aircraft and were serviceable after incident.

1.13 Meoicai anci Pathoiogicai lnfbrmation

The flight crew of both the aircraft had undergone pre flight medical and the
reports were satisfactory.

1.14 Fire

There was no fire

1.15 Survival Aspects

The incident was survivable.

1.16 Tests and Research

Nil

1.17 Organizational and Management Information

Both the aircraft were operated by two different scheduled airlines and Air Traffic

Controlwas provided by Airports Authority of India.

1.18 Additional information

1.18.1 RSR (South) Controller

At time 07.39:26 UTC, RSR South Controller, gave descend to GOW585 from

FL370 to FL330 though the aircraft was in the iurisdiction of RSR North. He also

gave the aircraft instructions for left heading 035". He had later given instruction

for climb to this descending aircraft i.e. GOWS8S.STCA (Yellow) followed by

STCA (Red) appeared on the Radar Screen (SDD) of RSR (South) Controiler.



1.18.2 RSR (North) Controiler

RSR (North) controller was having positive control of the aircraft under his
jurisdiction, i.e. 1GO6488, 4320 from Kolkata to Delhi at cruising levet F1360. At
time 07:37:44, Gow585, crossed the path of lco64gg though Gow5gs was
under the jurisdiction of RSR (South Controller).

At time 07:38. 06 RSR (North) Controller gave direct routing to lGO6488 for LKN

but had not identified his aircrafUtraffic i.e. GOW585. Short term conflict alert -
Yellow (STCA-Y) was generated on the Radar screen of RSR (North) Controller

Gow585 with Jurisdiction mismatch crossing the path of lGo64gg



ai iinre 47.39'.44. At ihai iirne, GOW565 had iefi FL370 arrd was passirrg FLS69

whereas lGO6488 was observed to be still maintaining FL36O. The lateral

separation was 18.35 NM.

Short term conflict alert-red (STCA-R) was generated at time 07.40:19 on the

Radar Screen of RSR (North) Controller. The Radar Controller (South) had

asked the descending GOW585 to climb to F1370. GOW585 was observed to be

climbing passing FL364 for FL370 and lGO6488 still maintaining FL360. The

lateral separation was observed to be 10.93 NM

At time 07:40:39, the Radar (North) Controller was busy in terminating the Radar

service of another flight SEJ8476 "Radar service terminated, Contact Delhi

Control". At that time lateral and horizontal separations were 500 ft. and 5.5 NM.

.4t fimc n7'An'Aq !Ga-\A,JRR rennrferi notfinn TnAe PA anr{ Par{or l-nnfrillar,tl \llllv vf .-v,Tvr lvvv-Vv lglJviLgLl VVL(iiiY i'v-r\, i\r-t ciii\j i\Ciijcii 'vvrrLrWiivi

replying "Rogef'. At that time, GOW585 was observed to be descending passing

FL364 on its own whereas Crew of GOW585 were confirming to Radar (South)

Controller on frequency 118.95 MHz that " Roger, Climbing Sir." lGO6488 was



observed to be following RA, descending oassing FL3S9. The lateral separation
was observed to be 5.0 NM and the horizontal separation was 500 feet.

1.18.3 The Aircraft (GOWS85)

GOW585 descended on the instruction of Radar (South) Controller from FL370

to F1330. At time 07:39:36, GOW585 when descending passing F1367 was
asked by Radar (South) Controller to Climb to F1370 to which GOWSSS

responded and after reaching FL364 it started climbing again till FL367. After

reaching FL367 i.e. after confirming the Radar Controller that it is climbing and

initially showing the Climb attitude till reaching FL367, the aircraft started

descending on its own. Again in the descend mode, when it was passing FL364,

RA was triggered and both GOW585 and |GO64B8 were observed to be

continuously descending. For 1GO6488, the RA profile of descend was correct.

Action of GOW585 was in contradiction to the RA. The flight crew of GOW585
stated that the engine response for climb was sluggish. Analysis of DFDR data

(GOW585)was carried out and engine performance was found to be normal. The
details of analysis are given below:



1.18.4 DFDR Data (GOWS8S)

At 07:39:15 UTC, aircraft'"vas in ci-uise at FL37O, flying io.,vai-cis VOR ppT (aciive
waypoint) with heading of 082".

o API was engaged in ALT/NAV modes (SALTFCU=37000 ft) and A/THR
was active in MACH mode

. TGAS crew selection was AUTO

. ARC mode was selected on both pF and pM NDs

o A range of 80 NM was selected on both pF and pM NDs

. Flap/ Slat conflguration was CLEAN and spoilers were retracted

At07.39:27 UTC, aircraft started to descend towards FL33O

o Selected altitude was changed from 37000ft to 8300ffi
o AP1 longitudinal mode switched from ALT to VS and VS target was set to

-2000fUmin

. N1 target started to decrease and both engines thrust decreased

accordingly

At 07:39:31 UTC, aircraft initiated a left tum

o AP1 lateral mode switched from NAV to HDG

. FCU selected heading was set to 035"

At 07:39:56 UTC, aircraft was crossing 36500 ft, AP1 longitudinal mode switched

from V/s to Open DES.

o A/THR switched from MACH to THR IDLE arcondingly

. N1 target continued to decrease

c Both N1A were around 55% deqreasiqg

At 07:39:59 UTC VHFI was recorded emitting for 1 seoond and 1s later API was

disengaged (APOFFV=1 ):



o AP OFF warning (APOFF\A/) triggered (for 10s) and 3s later Master

Warning triggered accordingly for 3s

. A prompt -9" nose UP input (-2l3 full back stick deflection) was applied on

CPT side combined with a right sidestick input

- A/c pitch angle increased from 0' to +0.9" within 6s and VRTG

increased from + 1.0G to +1.41G

- A/C descent rate was around -2000fl/min and started to increase

towards +1500fVmin

- A/C reached 36250ft and started to climb

- A/C left roll angle decreased from -15. to -4"

. FD pitch order started to decrease as both FDs were engaged in

OPDES/HDG modes

. Both TLs were still CLB notch and A/THR was still active in THR IDLE

mode

. Both N1A were around 53%, decreasing towards IDLE thrust

o 5s later, MACH started to decrease

At 07:40:17 UTC, while A/C was crossing 36500ft STD in climb. TCAS Traffic

Advisory [A) triggered for 15s:

. TCAS FDs mode armed and ND range on F/O side changed from SONM

to 10NM

. A.!C oitch angle was +4.-9" and A.1C climb-rate was around +2000fUmin

. Both N14 were steady of around 43o/o (AITHR was still active in THR IDLE

mode)

. MACH was 0.72M decreasing

At 07:40:24 urc, MACH was 0.70M when MACH target became selected at

0.93M,

o AffHR was still active THR IDLE as both FDs longitudinal mode was still

OPDES

10



. Both engines were still delivering IDLE thrust (both NIA were still steady

al43o/o)

. CAS was226kt decreasing towards VLS (recorded at 223kt)

Then, several nose down input (around +2.6"; were applied on pF side.

A/C reached an altitude of 36700ft srD before starting to descend again,

At 07:40:33 urc, while Aircraft was crossing 36600 ft in descent, TQAS

Corrective Resolution Advisory (RA) "CLlMB" triggered.

. Both FDs longitudinal mode switched from OpDES to TCAS

o A/THR mode switched from THR IDLE to SPEED and selected Mach

target changed from 0.93M to 0.69M (current MACH)

. CAS was 223kt ryLS)

. N1 target jumped 'from 20o/o to 90% and both N1A increased arcordingly

lrom 43o/o to 90% within 20s (-3%s)

4s later, while both NIA were increasing, both rls were pushed to TO/GA.

A/THR deactivated accordingly.

At 07:40:40 UTc, nose down input was maintained around +2 on pF side to

increase Aircraft descent rate:

. Aircraft descent rate increased from -1000fUmin to -3900fUmin

. CAS started to re-increase above VLS

Aircraft continued to descend.

At 07:41:07 UTC, while aircraft was crossing 35500ft in descent:

. TCAS Traffic Advisory [A) triggered for 7s

o TCAS FDs mode armed again for 7s

At 07:41:24 urC, A/c reached 35250 ft srD before starting to ctimb back

towards FL370.

At07:42:00 UTC, FCU selected altitude was changed to 37000ft.

At07:42.12 UTC, crossing 36500ft STD in climb, AP1 was re-engaged in VS /
HDG modes.

11



At 07:42.15 UTC, API longitudinal mode switched from VS to ALT, then to ALT
19s later.

Al 07:42:18 UTC, both TLs were pulled back from TO/GA to CLB notch and
A/THR reactivated in SpEED mode.

Aircraft leveled-off at F1370 and continued its flight uneventfully.

Relevant ext m Go Air Operations Manual Part D highlighting that there is

ground & simulator training is given bel :

GO ArRLtl*Es (rNDrA) onn-D
OPE O}IS HAI{UAL I EV REV. OO

EF VE 01 rut{ 19
FLIG}IT CREW TRAINIHG

PME CHAPTER 01

8. Dangerous G s in passenger baggage.

9. Excepted quantities.

10. Emergency. procedu res concernirrg Dangerous Goods.

1.7.3 Training

training and urieftt

DU Ot{ -,01 t{ouR
Subjects to be overed during ground class:-

i) Purpose and Objedives of using TCAS -II
ii) Definition and Description of TCAS-II systEm and brief

knowledge on working on working principte

iii) TCAS-II System Capabilities

iv) Collision Areas, Caution Areas and Warning Areas

v) Transponders (mode A, mode C and mode S) in conjunction
with TCAS-I Transpond TCAS-II control panel on
airplane and hol to use it TCAS-II information display

vi) Display symbology of -II related parametqrs

vii) Proximate Traffic and other trafffc with symfuols and data
tags linked to them

viii) Traffic Advisory (TA) with symbols and data tags
linked to them

ix) Resolution Advisory (RA) with symbols and data tags linked
to it.

L2



GO RTTHES (rHDrA) rTD o Ft-D
OPE OHS I'IANUAL rssuEv R .oo

EFFE VE 01 JUT'I 19

PROG }IiIE CHA ER 01

Enhanced s

Flight Crew Response to (al! types)

T S-II Proteqtion from other airplanes having:

S-II,

AS-I,

Mode C transponder

Mode A transponder

Annunciations.

TC -II - Guidelines and rules to be followed fon correct use.

This upset Prevention and Recovery Training (uF ) will be followed
as laid down in D A Operations Circular no 06 of 2018 dated 15th
October 2018 as amended from time to time.

1.7,4.1 Ohiectiv

Training programme objective is to provide accqptable proficiency in
following aspects:

t:l



1.18.6 SomatoEravic lllusion (Human Factors)

Our vestibular system uses the Otolith Organs to detect accelerations i.e. help us
sense tilt (i.e. if our head is upright). lf we tilt our head backwards, the hairs in our
utricle bend backwards (due to the acceleration force of gravity) and so sense
this as a tilt (vice versa for a forward head tilt).. Our sacculus detects
accelerations in the vertical plane and our utricle detects accelerations in the
horizontal place.

Somatogravic is a strong pitching sensation (either up or down) when the body is
exposed to either high arceleration or decelerations, and the somatogravic
illusion is a vestibular illusion which is prevalent during high accelerations/
decelerations when a pilot has no clear visual reference. This illusion is due to
the interaction of unnatural accelerations on our Otolith Organs, specifically our
utricle

Had ralr; rvstride{t

fts lih,rr.l

Forces acting on head (image from Neuroscience (2nd Ed.)

lf we accelerate rapidly in the horizontal plane the hairs in the utricle bend
backwards. As far as our brain is concemed this is the same sensation as the
movement of a head tilt. This concept is shown in the figure below. Note how the
hair (or macula) movement for head tilt bactavard and arceleration forward are
exactly the same.

pically this orcurs during the missed approach or go-around segment of a
flight where, power is rapidly applied and the aircraft arcelerates rapidly. As no



visual cues exist, this Eenerates a strung 'tilt back sensation which the pilot

interprets (inconectly) as a rapid pitching up sensation. Despite this perception

the aircraft may still actually be in a level attitude or only a slight climb

(somatogravic illusion). The pilot will then push forward on the control column to
control this (imaginary) climb thinking they are lowering the aircraft nose back to

pitch up sensations, causing the pilot to I r the nose even further.

Emergencies - lmpact on ATCOs

An emergency is usually associated with workload (there are more things to be

done in less time) and stress (due to the increased wortload and the unfamiliarity

of the environment). Because of this one is prone to reacting differently and

L5



personal danger the flight crew is exposed to, they are also subject to stress
when an emergency situation happens. The most common issues are:

' Controllers feel the urye to "do something". Thig sometimes makes them
perform unnecessary actions.

is degnaded) can easily o rwhen understress.

be en @mmunications.

leading to an even higher workload or the transmissiQn of wrong information.

In case of an emergency, the procedures to be foltowed are usualty standardised
in terms of requirement compliance and ease of use during the higher rkload

that usually arises. Both the aircraft crew and the cqntrolters undertake regular
training to handle emergencies and pnactise the actions that may have to be

taken in such an event. These recuning exercises enable personnel to build

confidence and kno dge of the basic and prediqtable steps necessary to

handle the emergency events to be canied out @nsistenfly. lt triggers the

as of the situation.

Simulator training for emeryencies n help one (ATCOs) familiarize oneseff w1h

the concept of non-standard situation as a whole. One shoufd be aware of the
psychological issues arising from emergency situations (e.g. tunnel vision, time

distortion, me ry degradation, the urge to 'do somqthing", etc.) and be ready

1 .19 Useful or effective investigation Technrque

Nil

L6
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2.0 ANALYSIS

aspect. Both have been discussed separately bel for the purpose of analysis;

ATC aspect was foll ed by Flight crew related aspect.

The communication frequency, automation, Radar Display tSDDI and Automatic
Terminal Information system were working normal.

Sector Plan with the following jurisdiction was operational:

. ACC Sector North Jurisdiction. Airspace of Varanasi TMA including part of

airspace from FL255 to FL460

. ACC Sector South Jurisdiction: Airspace of Varanasi TMA including part of

same airspace from FL50 to FL255 except the part of airspace under the

Jurisdiction of the Aerodrome Control Tower.

Radar (RSR) Controller (South) was required to handover the aircraft at around

BHITI to Radar Controller (North). Radar (RSR) Controller (South) however

transgressed into jurisdiction of Radar Controller (North), and at 07:39:26 UTC,

gave descend to GOW585 from F1370 to F1330 without coordinating with RSR

(North) Controller. Neither STCA (Yellow)[ STCA warning] nor STCA (Red)

ISTCA alert] appeared on the Radar Screen of RSR (South) Controller which

RSR (South) Controller thought to be as a "system Fault". On realizing that

lGO6488 was immediate traffic, RSR (South) controller instructed GOW585 to

climb to F1370 at 07:39:36 UTC white it was passing F1367.

Similarly RSR (North) Controller could not identify the jurisdiction mismatch. He

did not seek jurisdiction of his aircraft (GOW585) from RSR (South Controiler).

At time 07:38: 06 RSR (North) Controller had given direct routing to lGO6488 for

LKN, but could not identify his aircrafUtraffic (GOW585) which he could have

17



2.2

done from Radar data block. Short term conflict alert -yellow (STCA-y) was
generated on the Radar screen of RSR (North) Controller at time 07:39.44. At
this time, GOW585 had left F1370 and was passing F1369 whereas lco64gg
was maintaining F1360.

Short term conflict alert-red (STCA-R) was generated at time 07:40:1g on the
Radar Screen of RSR (North) Controller. The Radar Controiler [RSR (South)]
had asked the descending GOW585 to climb to FL370. GOWs8S was observed
to be climbing passing FL364 for FL370 and lGO6488 was stilt maintaining

F1360.

Flight G aspects

The three recommended methods to commence descent on Airbus A-320 aircraft
during normal operations are

. Managed Des nt (MGD DES)

. Open Descent (Op DES)

Airbus further recommends that "Managed Mod be used as mucfr as possible.

(selected value) mode for the initial part of the descent and then change over to

either "Managed Descent or open De nf once the aircraft is on profile.

ln the present case, en the ATC clearan@ was given to descend, the aircraft

was in cruise at FL370, flying to rds ppT VoR (next waypoint) with a HDG of

035 by RSR (south) at time 07:39:26 UTC" At that time, Ap1 was engaged in

. A lttnge of 80 NM s selected on both CpT and F/o ND,s



the traffic around the aircrafr. With the ND range selector at 80 NM, other traffic

Operations Manual are reproduced below:

{te{es]
TAIRA:

AIT RPTG s$iildl s CF'l er$ hc fareporder b not gr SIBY

STBY : Tlre bm$an@.

T . Qgel

1t)

tzl

s
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RJGHTC
OPE

AIRCRAFT S EIIS

SURVEI CE

(1) Mqde ge.l I
TP/RA : No lposition.

TA ONLY : This mode should be used, in case of degraded aircraft perlormance (engine

displa

: - The TCA$ is on standby
- On ground : The selected ATC TranSponder only operates in the

seleelive airc inteHogation mode of Mode S
- In fllght : The selected ATC Transponder operates.

(2)

ABV : The altitude range is set to +7 000 ft ah aircraft. and -2 700 ft below
the ai

STBY

XPNDR

ApSicablero:

20



the aircraft started to descend to rds FL330. AP1 longitudinal mode was
switched m ALT to VS and VS target was set to -2000 fUmin. N1 target started

VEm@ eng@.

2L



Had the GO 85 flight crew selected ATC/ TCAS mode selector to BLW, they

engaged within the last 1000 feet to the assigned level in case of any proximity

Gg AIR NES (IHDTA} LTD OM-A
OFE TTONS MANUAL -Eire 

wE 16 ocr r-7
RBORHE COLIJSION CHA ER 31

both aircraft are equipped with Mode s transponders, TCAS will
c0-ordinate the resolution advisories between the aircraft
involved. However, aircraft are only shown in a small airspace
and no altitude info ation is available from aircraft equipped
with Mode A transponders. Because of these limitaUons the
TCAS display shall not be used to intedere with the c task to
provide continuous positive separation.

GoAir aeroplane cllmbing or descending to an assigned altitude or
flight level, especially with an autopilot engaged, will do so at a
rate less than 1 500 nrin throughout the last 300 m (1 000ft) of
climb or descent to the assigned level when the pilot is made
aware of another aircraft at or approaching an adjacent

22



NAV to HDG & setting the heading to 035 degree. Short term conflict alert -

at time 07:39:

IDL PDES.

AWARENESS AND ENERGY STATE MA GEMENT ASPECTS OF FLIGHT

DECK AUTO TION wherein a prototype automatior'f policy for air caniers was

developed after several major arcident analysis.

FCTM of the operator cl rly defines how a flight creu4 should prevent & manage

appnrpriate speed brakes with AP On.

23
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LOW ENERGY RECOVERY

stops,

OVER PEED

lieab{eto: ALI

GENERAL

The flight cret,v mu$t not intentionally exceed VM M0 {350 kilM 0.S2) during the ftight.

However, during normaloperations, the aircraft may temporarily exceed V[ilO/MM0 due to wind

gradients.

The airc is designed to fly up to the maxirnum sfuctural sped at which the aircrafl structure

will not be danraged. Hsnever, in lhe case of overspeed, the aircraft may encounter vertical

maintenance inspection.

o_uEtsPEluPB-._EsMt{

sigificantspeed variations dose to VMOlldMO during tfre flight

reduces to 
"Hlle 

{if necessa

The flight crew should decrease the sped target in order to increase lhe margin to VMO/lrlMO

{at high altitudes the fli tcrew slmuld nol reduce the spd below green dot speed). After

selection of the lowerspeed target, the fright crew should monitorthe speed trend anow on the

Primary Flight Display (PFD). lf fie arcraft continues to lerate, and if the speed trend arrow

25
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FL]GHTCFEW

with High Speed Protection.

ldern-: Pf,-A€P.HtSGg{t00tW.{XX[m1 /a} UAB 17

brakes when the speed is close lo VMO/I/IMO, ilre speed may ex d VMO/MMO again ar speed

,A S-FG- / 0 I Fecs,TmerCed F,,eelice ! pt At: iacto! ;Alrr Fnqa,se,meir i.

.:PR-AEP-lilSC.C.fft0tdSS.0mtqn / A0 tfiR 17

REPORNNG

indications sf possible severe turbulence.

Lowest level descended by Gow585 s FL363. At time 07:40:10 urc.

feet in climb. At that time,

. TCAS FD's mode Reed and ND range on pM side changed from g0

NM to 10 NM

. A"/c pitch angle was +4.9 and A/c climb rate was around +2000

feeUmin

. Both N1 (actual) re steady at arcund 43a/o (ATHR was stitl active in

THR IDLE mode)



PROCEDUFES

ABNORHAL ANO EI'IERGENCY PROCEOURES

flISITCFEIU
OPERATIM [|A SURV

: PR$ABTUE .mfi(DlilTMAR 17
msB $704?+88nr

lnode............"" ..........._._.CHECK ARMED

a lffire Rlsoft
A/THR.-............ .".............oN

Do nd perform a maneuverbased on a TAalone.

I B abrt

I IfAPOFF:
FD ORDERs.... FOLLoW

VERTICAL SPEED..,..._...... .........MONITOR

the green area of ilm wrtieal speed smle, the pilot Flying ipF) should

TCAS M@E 0RDEfls.......... ......".MON|TOR/FOLLOW
GO-AROUhID.,. ............",..... coNstDEB

Con onlhefofuwkrgpge

FCOM E+
PFO.AEN-SURV P 9iI4

1't DEC 18

The situation continued as mentioned above and at al:4o.24 UTC, MACH was

28



' ATHR was still active in THR IDLE as both FD's longitudinal mode s
stiil Op DES

' Both engines re still delivering IDLE thrust (both N1 {actual} were
still steady al43o/o)

increasing, both TL's re pushed to TOGA. As TCAS MODE was active at that
time, there s no activation of 'Alpha Flool' as per the aircraft design. Refer the

- tf all firust lemrs are in cLB when the Flesolrtion is fiiggered, A.lpha fbor is inhibited

29



when TCAS-RA s generated, (aircraft is equipped with rcAS-Ap/FD
mode)aircraft was being maneuvered manually, though the FD's had changed

FD commands and moved the TL,s to TOGA.

TCAS Waming as given bel

thepreviorcpag€

pitched the airc nose doram in spite of TCAS RA ctlmb causing the aircraft to

desent at -3900 ft per minute.

sl
F TCFEW

AIRCRAFT SY EMS

GENE

[IODE TYPE EUI CE REHABK
FPA SELECTED Mode used to guile lhe

or a selected flight path

angle.

Altitude ta is blue on
DFD. -FPA is a basic
node.

,Refer ta DSC 2? 30-10

!alera/ lvlco'es),

L

MANAGTU lilo(F used to gude lhe

aircraft along the final

rLS)

belefieo oy oepressng tne
APPR pb on lhe FCU. T}e
mode engaged depends

upon the sele approacfi
n lhe F-PLN. Unked to
{PFR oommon mode {APPR
Db)"

FLARE MANAGED Comrbn e whhh
prouides he alhgnment to
the runway ter line on tre
yaw axis and the flate on the

oitch

:nga below$flFAasa
'unction of fte cunent vedi,ml

;peed.

TCAS MANAGED Mode used to guitle the
in fte case of aTGAS RA.

lmomatEalry engages when

r RA is triggered.
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' r) | tltreRAFT sYsrtrMe

a3r rl
I APIFD VERTTCALM0DES " TCAS MODE

UT'EHAI tr{Li I'AL

The TCAS mode is an Auto Flight System {AFS) guidance mode tlrat provides vertlcal guidance in

When a Traffh Advisory flA) is triggered, the mode anns.

accordance with the AS RA order.

When clear of conflict ithe.CLEAR OF CONFLICT'auralalert sounds), the TCAS mode disengages.
The AFS provides guidance toward the latest target altitude set on the FCU,

icaHeb:

licable!o:

The TCAS mode is not availabh, when:
- The AS system is failed ( t

- The AS mode b tailed ( )
- The AS system is in TA mode
- FDs are inoperative.

The TCAS mode arming and engagement are inhibited when:
- The TA mode is manually sel d (on the TCAS control panet)

- The aircraft is below 900 ft radio height

'. 
- The EGPWS, WINDSHEAR or S LL waming is triggered.

licaHelo: lEil

The S mode anns, when a TCAS TA is triggered.
The T S rnode an'ns, even if both APs, and both FDs are disengaged. In thls case, the APs and
FDs remain disengaged.

When the TCAS mode arms, the FMA displays T S (in blue) on the third line of the second column
(vertical rnodes)
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FTEHTCBESI
OPEFATIIIG tltAil

AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS

AUTO FUG}IT. FLIGHTGUIO CE

GENERAL

0 pihh modes R modes

DES {geomelric paih}

ALT, ALT

,,6T5

FINAL. FINAL APP

SPEEDIMACH MODE

AP/FD OFF

GLBTUEb (mb parh)

OP CIB/OP DES

EXPCLB/EXPDES €
SRS

THR {CLB.IDLE) MODE

FLARE RETARD (roLE)

to:

both controla target SP ACH simuftaneously.

SPD/MACH.

In other words, the selection of an APIFD pitch mode determines which mode he fr/THH controls.

SPEEEI'MACTI MODE

- FPA

DES {geo fic path}

'. ALT

AtTC ,ALTCRZ

G15", G/S
FINAL, FINAL APP

s
APiFD OFF
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FIJGHT CREW
OPERANNG IITiIUTI

PROCEDUFES

ABNORUAL AI{D EHERGENCY PROCEDURES

SL'RV

(

I

l
t

: PHS.AEH-StfiV$ml ffil(Fr J l7ilhff 17

ffin

TCAS mode..... ..-....--...--CHECK ARMED

a lf the llR iscfi:
l'lTHR".".".....,... .,...,.......0N

Do not perform a maneuver based on a TA alone.

The fli$rt crw app*es lfiis p re, when a HA b iliggered, and fie TCAS mode

O IfAPOFF;
FE OFDERs..... . FOLLOW

APmnbeerry

VERTICAL SPEED.......... ........MON|TOB

rcnains inthe grcen wea of fln speedsca/e.

lf for any reason duting a RA, lhe aircrafl vertical does not reacft

veilrcal speed out ol he red area of lhe vertical e, ll necessary,

GO-AFOUND-. . CONSIDER

GOAA3]8/A31 JAS21FLEEI

FCOM

PR N-SURV P 9N4

11 DEC 18E+

As nose d input continued to be maintained around +2 degrees on PF side

RA maneuver as dire d by descending to FL337. GOW585 while crossing

34
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35500 feet in descent received TCAS ich triggered for 7 seconds.

Thereafierthe flig ntinued uneventfully.

3.0 GONCLUSTONS

3.1 FINDINGS

3.1 .1 Radar (South) controller

. Controlled the aircraft GOW585 which was in jurisdiction of another controller

(Radar-North) and failed to hand over the aircraft at designated transfer of

Control point.

o g?Ve descend to aircraft (GOW585) without coordinating with Radar (North)

Controller.

3.1.2 Radar (North) Controller could not

. identify the mismatch of Jurisdiction of GOW585

o acknowledge the Predicted Conflict Waming or Current Conflict Waming and

take actions subsequent thereto.

o maintain proper surveillance over the aircraft under his jurisdiction.

o ?ccord priority of transmission.

3.1.3 The Flight Crew of GOW585

. Did not follow the general procedure of selecting "BLW" once cruse altitude was

reached which reduced the flioht crew situational awareness of other traffic in the

vicinity.

. Followed wrong procedure while correcting the "Over Speed Warning"

o Applied wrong procedure while handling TCAS-RA waming and maneuvered the

aircraft opposite to TCAS RA.



commands with AP'Off.

dropped to226

RA'CLIMB".

RECOilIMEN IONS
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4.1

4.2



4.3

4.4

4.5

Date:
Place:

Investigator

surveillance/ approval of simul r.

tnaining and tre same must be induded in the sher trainings.

05/01 t2020
Delhi

(R.S. Passi)
I nvestigator-l n-Charge
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